Echo360 Quick Reference Guide

What is Echo360?

Echo360 is a lecture recording platform that captures audio, computer screen content and video of instructors and makes it available to students.

Creating Content

On-Campus capture records and live streams face to face lectures from any one of our 200 Echo360 enabled classrooms. Once requested, the video captures occur automatically.

Universal Capture allows home or office recording and live streaming.

Personal videos can be uploaded and stored in the Echo360 library (including personally produced videos and Zoom/Teams meetings). These videos can be integrated and accessed through Canvas and viewed anytime.

Managing Content

Your Echo360 account provides video storage management and libraries to organize course and section videos. It also provides student viewing and engagement analytics.

Teaching Assistants are provided appropriate access to help instructors manage recording materials. Videos and automated transcripts can be edited and made available to students. If there is a demonstrated need (authorized through the Disability Center), perfect transcription services are available through TILT.

Active Learning features such as quizzes and activities, both live and integrated into videos, bookmarks, confusion flags, live discussions, and more, are included to improve student engagement.

Resources to Explore

Get Started: Using Echo360 at CSU

Echo360 Benefits to Faculty

Ability to make live streams available for special cases or hybrid classes.

Delay or limit availability of recordings to encourage attendance.

Use previously recorded materials in the event of travel, or absence from campus.

View analytics to determine student engagement.

Archive courses for future use.

Echo360 Benefits to Students

Accommodates different learning styles.

Decreased failure rates.

Increase understanding and retention by re-watching content from previous classes.

Engagement tools increase active participation.

Transcripts allow for keyword searches and bookmarking for targeted viewing.

Anytime access to lecture content reduces the impact of student sick days and absences.
Create/Manage Echo360 Recording Schedules

Echo360 Website